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About this playbook

We know how much you care about the customer experience, employee productivity
and bottom-line profit. We understand that you want to build a more consolidated view
by rationalising your CRM so that you can drive customer engagement end to end.
However, this comes with a specific set of challenges.
Although fundamentally your business goals remain the
same, the world has changed over the last few years and
will continue to. How can consolidating your CRM system
– connecting all of your siloed applications, teams and
data to a central system of reference – make your business
more resilient and better prepared for any
further disruption?
Planning a new CRM consolidation programme is no
mean feat, but with a rational approach, it’s eminently
achievable. For this reason, in this playbook, we’ll take
you through the process step by step. Throughout this
guide, we’ll encourage you to see CRM in the context
of your organisation- wide tech ecosystem, because
ultimately, it’s a core, foundational piece of the puzzle t
hat you’re building.
Full disclosure: we are Salesforce consultants, but we
keep our bias in check and do our best to outline guidance
that can be useful regardless of the complexity of your
stack or CRM platforms used.
By means of a reality check, here’s what this playbook
can’t do for you:
• Tell you that change is easy
• Tell you that this is a quick cost cutting exercise
• Tell you the exact number of CRM orgs that you need

What we will do, however, is provide highly actionable
steps so that you can quickly get started on your journey.
We’ll show you:
• How to consolidate your CRM and the options you
have available
• How to build a successful business case that makes
financial sense
• How to emulate start-up agility at an enterprise scale
when consolidating your CRM
• How other organisations (including IBM) have done
it successfully
The time to get started is now. The temptation may be
to ride out this turbulent time for business, but there is
no ‘back to normal’. If you can’t deliver quality programs
at enterprise scale and start-up speed, it’s eminent to
ask: what’s the real cost for your organisation to deliver
a program in 24 months instead of 6 months? And how
many years will this set you back? Taking your time will
only cost more in the long run, setting you back in terms
of growth and speed to market.
We hope that you will find this playbook helpful,
educational and easy to digest. If there is one piece of
advice that we’d like you to take away from our guidance,
it’s this: it can be done. We know, because we have done
it ourselves. We tell you from experience that there is no
better time to take your business to the next level.
See you on the inside.
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Why consolidate your CRM?

Times have been testing for companies in almost every industry in recent years. The difference
between struggling or thriving is often the ease with which businesses can change course and
adapt their offerings. In fact, more than half (57%) of companies say that their Salesforce
investment made it easier to pivot during the Covid-19 crisis (IBM’s State of Salesforce 2020–
2021). These businesses could more easily create intelligent workflows to serve customers in
real-time, making them more agile and better able to weather the storm. Those without such
capabilities and abilities to adapt and automate will be left behind. Consolidating your CRM
allows not only to deliver consistency of experience across the customer lifecycle, but to
build a resilient business for decades to come.
Consolidating this incredibly powerful tool – which often
sits at the core of your business and drives efficiencies
across functions – will enable you to leverage it to its
greatest potential. Businesses spend millions on their CRM
tech while sometimes not having a strategy for it. It’s a
common pitfall to buy the premium solution and only take
advantage of its basic functionality. Without a great ROI,
your CRM investment becomes unjustified. Undergoing
this process forces you to be purposeful with your tech
and create a strategy where the whole system works to
support the business.

There are two key approaches to a CRM consolidation
programme:
• Present: This is a practical approach to consolidation
that’s all about optimising what you have, letting you save
time and let go of what is not serving the business. It
may deliver short-term returns, but lacks longevity. CRM
rationalisation is often the term used for this approach.
• Future: This is a more ambitious approach to
consolidation that forces you to think about how the
organisation should operate at an identity level, how it
can adapt to work in the long run, and how your tech
stack (and CRM) should enable that.
This playbook will focus more on the latter approach.

57%

of companies say that their
Salesforce investment made
it easier to pivot during the
Covid-19 crisis
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Part 1:
Challenges & opportunities in
the Media & Entertainment space

REMEMBER THE
OLD, BE PART
OF THE FUTURE

A glimpse into:
• The key ingredients for business growth
• Challenges
• Opportunities
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Part 1:
Challenges & opportunities in
the Media & Entertainment space

Before embarking on your CRM consolidate programme, it’s important to take stock of how the
industry has changed in recent years, what remains important, and where the opportunities lie.
Media and entertainment has seen significant challenges and opportunities that have changed the
way we work, how we consume content, how we engage with audiences, and much more. While
some media brands have benefited from this significant shift in customer behaviour – content
consumption dramatically increased as millions retreated indoors1 – returning to the Stadium
continues to be critical for Live Sports companies. However, this change does present opportunities
to agile players who understand the key ingredients for business growth, which are covered below.
The key ingredients for business growth
It’s clear that old ways don’t work in the new world, so the
question is: what does a future strategy look like? What
are the key ingredients for driving growth? We’ve seen a
few key themes emerge over the last few years.
Trust
Building trust is like getting sleep. It’s an essential task
that simply cannot be delegated. Plus, it takes a long time
to build trust yet it can quickly and easily be broken. Why
this is so important? In times of crisis, trust becomes
the most relevant currency. However, operating with
siloed brands, teams and tech stacks can make it tough
to build and maintain trust, as customer experiences are
fragmented and the brand’s identity appears inconsistent.
This sub-optimal setup also makes it difficult to spot and
respond to any security breaches, data gaps or overlaps.
Making it safe to interact with your brand has become
mission critical and an integral part of the future for any
Media and Entertaiment company.
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Collaboration
In addition to the essentials (providing staff with
health, safety, and wellbeing resources), it is imperative
that teams can collaborate when they’re working remotely.
Businesses can’t be resilient and optimised for growth
if they’re not enabling their talent to respond quickly
to change and to collaborate, innovate, test and learn
at speed.
New operating models
In the Media and Entertainment space, it is crucial
that businesses have functional operating models that
seamlessly bring together all the siloed brands, teams
and tech stacks inherited alongside the acquisition journey.
This has become even more important in recent years, as
shifting consumer habits brought about by the pandemic
continue to transform the sector and its business models
(PwC Global Entertainment &amp; Media Outlook 2021–
2025). Meanwhile, an explosion of innovation (blockchain,
NFTs, etc.) is poised to present new challenges to
this space.

Companies set for growth are those that enable radically
different operating and monetisation models while
creating multiple paths to attention and ways to create and
capture value. Those looking to unlock consumer value
and maximise audience reach tend to focus on operating
models that are flexible and dynamic, with processes and
structures that let their talent use catalyst technologies
and actionable data to execute on the strategy. At the core
of those operating models is the CRM because ultimately
is the custodian of the customer, the core of our business.

across disparate touchpoints and brands. The challenge
is doing this in an agile way, building trusted partnerships
and ecosystems.
Challenges
Despite the transformation our industry has seen in recent
years, the same issues continue to challenge the growth
of players in this space. The main challenge for media
and entertainment companies lies in remaining relevant
to their consumers in a way that differentiates what
they offer from their competitors. For these enterprises,
content or experience are the jewels in the crown, but if
you’re dealing with siloed data, teams and organisations,
where there are no cross-enterprise workflows and global
processes, managing content consistently and efficiently
is impossible. Teams are unable to review and evaluate
opportunities and pipelines in real time as there is no
single view of the customer.

Aligning tech with operating models
Greater alignment and cross-functional agility between
business, technology and data is key to enabling a dynamic
operating model and enterprise, allowing organisations to
rapidly adapt as new challenges and opportunities arise. In an
era of connection, companies are building their own content
hubs, platforms, tech stacks and partner ecosystems to
expand consumers’ engagement and sustain their attention.
Pulling it all together is a herculean effort, and so much more
difficult for businesses with underutilised CRMs.

Another challenge is redundant systems. The need to let
go of the old is still present. Across the space, mergers
and acquisitions have resulted in many redundant systems
with duplicate functionality, as well as a lack of integration
and collaboration. We have found that there is a resistance
to move on and simplify, and to accept that the old ways
and applications just don’t serve current business needs.
If left unresolved, these problems can translate into lost
revenue and reduced market share, as opportunities to
cross sell and up-sell across the organisation are limited.
Also, sales effort is duplicated, leading to frustrated
customers and users.

Data
Data has always been critical to delivering business
value, but new steps need to be taken to democratise
actionable insights. This is challenging as so much data in
organisations is still heavily siloed. For those organisations
adopting a multi-cloud strategy, the challenge is even
greater, but the fact remains: identifying the data that is
of value to multiple business units and leveraging this
across the organisation is critical. Businesses in this space
must start putting their vast amounts of data to good use
in order to deliver personalised and unique experiences

The barriers to digital transformation are still the same.

Organizational Inertia

55%
52%

Lack of Integration Digital Expertise/Skills

51%

Ineffective Cross-Functional Collaboration

49%
48%

Absence of a Coordinated Digital Strategy

47%

Lack of Understanding of Emerging Technologies

45%

Overall Resistance to Change

44%
43%

Lack of Funding/Budget
Not Seen as Important by Leadership Team

37%
35%

No Single Head of Digital

35%

Information Security Concerns
Regulatory Concerns

31%

CEO Does Not Understand the Barriers to Creating a Digital Business

27%

CEO Does Not Recognize the Potential of Digital

23%
Source: ‘Strategic Impediments to Digital Transformation,’ by Russell Reynolds Associates ©HBR.ORG
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Opportunities
In this context, what are the opportunities for media and
entertainment businesses? We say that the opportunity is
not just to embrace the change, but to accelerate it. When
your data is fragmented and disconnected, it’s hard to
visualise the possibilities, but we urge you to ask yourself:
• What could you achieve if you could connect your data
points across the entire ecosystem?
• How much more relevant and personal to your audience
could you become with a consolidated CRM?
By connecting the dots, integrating and consolidating
the tech stack, and bringing together teams, you can
better understand your audience and serve them in a
more complete way. More specifically, by redesigning
processes, strategically leveraging your capabilities
along with your existing and emerging tech, you’ll open
new opportunities to differentiate, innovate and become
a more personal brand.
As we noted before, the time to start is now: consumers
have never demanded more from the brands they do
business with. It’s your job to be consistent, personal,
relevant and to the point. Your rewards will be greater
agility, resilience and customer loyalty, which all contribute
to the bottom line.

‘By connecting the dots,
integrating and consolidating
the tech stack, and bringing
together teams, you can
better understand your
audience and serve them
in a more complete way’
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Part 2:
How to build a business case
for consolidating your CRM

THE BUSINESS
CASE IS YOUR
‘BUSINESS’

A glimpse into:
• Key benefits of consolidation
• Three components for making the business case
• Making the numbers work
• We’re Glocal (Global & Local)
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Part 2:
How to build a business case
for consolidating your CRM

We’ve seen first-hand with many media clients that as budgets become more constricted, the
focus shifts from optimisation and innovation to cost cutting, which can make it difficult to sell the
long-term strategy of CRM consolidation.
In this section of the playbook, we present the steps you can take to build a successful business case
and start to put the programme in motion. As a start, consider the key benefits of consolidation.
Key benefits of consolidation
When you’re in the business of creating experiences for an
audience of one, you have no option but to be personal and
really get to know your customer. To achieve this task, you
need to have a single view of your customer, which requires
a consolidated CRM, integrated tech and refined business
processes. All this will translate into key value levers:
• Accelerated growth: Integrated tech enables your
business strategy while supporting new business and
revenue models
• Greater customer lifetime value: Delivering relevant
and tailored communications to the customer makes
them more likely to stay with you for longer, improving
the bottom line
• Improved productivity: Automation takes care of routine
tasks, granting teams more time to innovate, collaborate
and generate new sources of value
• Leverage capabilities: Platforms that scale fast enable
rapid experimentation and prototyping
• Greater innovation: Greater agility presents new
commercial opportunities
• Realised business value: Reduced operational costs
and simplified setup drives greater profitability.
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Three components for making the business case
In our experience, business cases that have the
best chance of advancing have the following three
key components:

1
A SHARED VISION

2
NO MORE THAN THREE HIGHLY
ACHIEVABLE BUSINESS GOALS

3
A TIMELINE NO LONGER THAN
THREE YEARS
This formula works because it forces you to clarify the key
areas you need to focus on, what the organisation needs to
become with the timeline, and who will help you get there.
Defining your goals in this way is inevitability thinking in
action – you’re holding yourself accountable to specific
measurable targets and results so that you can proactively
move towards your desired outcome.

If you’re struggling to apply this formula to your own context, we recommend using the following
worksheet to help shape your business case:
What are we trying to achieve?

Why now?

Who would care most?

Which areas would be impacted by this consolidation?

What’s the ROI we’re trying to achieve?

We won’t sugar-coat it – consolidating your organisation’s CRM is a significant undertaking that will have effects touching
almost every person in the company. For this reason, it’s key to have a shared vision, a dedicated sponsor and the right
mandate in place to be successful. In addition, when building the business case, also consider the following questions.
Does the return justify the effort?

How will we measure and quantify the ROI?

How can we align different brands or business units across our organisation so that they can move faster
and more efficiently than ever before?

How can we deal with differences between regions?

How do you cross charge for the cost of implementation global vs local?

What if our talent becomes resistant to change?
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How to make the numbers work
When it comes to keeping your CRM consolidation programme to budget, we have some simple rules to keep you on track.

Rule 1

Rule 2

Rule 3

Start with the budget you
already allocate to the CRM

Make it better (redistribute)
and measure

Repeat

Your business case has to make business sense, so you must understand the actual cost of the CRM consolidation
programme vs. the cost of inaction. Sometimes a redistribution of funds can bring up new opportunities for growth.

Siloed
CRM

Innovation

CRM Maintenance & Operations

Consolidated
CRM

Innovation

CRM Maintenance
& Operations

Increase

Decrease

Consolidation
Cost

Savings

Savings can be realised by decommissioning of applications that don’t serve the business anymore or by spotting the
issues earlier in the development cycle. And while it’s always great to know that you can make room for a quick ROI
and savings, your bet should be on growth, expansion, innovation - and ensuring that these are greater than savings.
Only this way you can maximise your ROI in the long run.

Example
Cost Summary

Highlights

Cost Benefits

Recurring Costs (Annual)

(£)

Salesforce Licenses

1,200,000

Cost of delay per mth

1,406,753

IIBM App Support (L2/3)

90,000

5 Yr NPV

39,944,457

TCS App Support (L1/1.9)

TBC

5 Yr Total Investment

8,280,000

1,290,000

5 Yr ROI

613%

One Time Costs (Yr 1 and 2)

(£)

IBM Implementation

1,280,000

IBM Change Management

100,000

Mace Internal Costs

450,000

(£)
Year 1

Year 2

Year 3

Year 4

Year 5

20

15

Benefits Ramp
Yr 1

Yr 2

Yr 3

Yr 4

24%

67%

88%

100% 100%

Yr 5
10

1,830,000

Benefit Summary

5
Construction

Consultancy

Annual Benefit

Business Impact

% Change

% Change

(£)

Prospect Conversion Rate

10%

10%

277,262

Opportunity Win Rate

10%

10%

9,759,334

Average Deal Size

0%

0%

3,513,178

Sales Rep Productivity

15%

15%

2,237,143

Sales Support Productivity

15%

15%

668,571

Sales Rep Attrition Rate

10%

10%

125,550

Legacy IT Costs Avoided

N/A

N/A

300,000
16,881,038
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(£) 0

-5
Gross Margin Increase Benefits

Cost Reduction Benefits

Recurring Costs

Implementation - Time Costs

Net Benefit

But wait, we’re Glocal (global and Local)
A glocal setup brings its own set of challenges. In a glocal setup, it is sometimes the case that different business
units and brands don’t routinely communicate with each other, effectively operating as separate companies.
As there is little crossover and repurposing, teams cannot share their best practice and what they’ve learnt across
the business. The impact of this? Value leakage. Insights cannot flow freely throughout the business, so it becomes
more difficult to realise the CRM’s true potential.
The risk here is that complexity slows down agility and ROI. The CRM budget becomes subject to many types of value
leakage when spread across a glocal setup. To help inform your business case, we think that it’s important for you to
understand how you could design a truly ‘glocal’ programme that minimises waste and resets. There is no one-size-fits-all
solution, but you could start with these 5Ps:

Planning:
Create proof points, focusing on demonstrating value
and building excitement for a wider programme with
emphasis on speed to value and scale. Plan from the
very beginning how you’ll bring it all together and scale
it. Ask yourself: how would you direct funds to build a
strong shared foundation and drive value regionally?
You won’t be able to allocate funds with precision
unless you have a plan on how each brand should
perform as a result.

People:
Clarify intent and vision for all. Drive a central steering
group, funding management, design, and execution of the
programme from the top. Build a centre of enablement or
excellence that integrates resource, capabilities or best
practices that can be lifted and shifted into other business
units. Enable collaboration of cross- regional SMEs and
global client teams, but encourage ownership of next steps.

Platforms:
Engage in rapid prototyping, moving quickly from paper
to code to prove the concept. Deploy pilots that address
the use cases and provide opportunities to iterate and
scale. Identify and measure key performance indicators
to act as proof points for the pilot and lay the foundation
for a business case.
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Process:
Ensure that global processes can be adjusted to
local markets and brands; right from the very beginning
ensure that your design and solution are fit for purpose
and can be adapted for local differences, easily tailored
to different business needs and operating models.

Practice:
Be deliberate, purposeful and systematic. Transform
at a certain pace so that you can gain momentum in
one region/brand and then replicate it in a timely
manner across different regions/brands. Although
it pays to work at pace, you also need to practice
patience and recognise that your strategy will take
time to play out.

Part 3:
Different ways to realising
business value quickly

A LOOK UNDER
THE HOOD TO
SEE HOW THIS
WORKS
A glimpse into:
• Where to start
• What are the options
• How to get started quickly
• Why this approach works
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Part 3:
Different ways to realising
business value quickly

As we covered in the previous section, the decision to rationalise CRM needs to be based on
solid business benefits and it’s likely to include multiple current solutions, some of which may
already be an existing Salesforce Org (or instance as it’s also known as).
There are two main (and obvious) undertakings for any customer looking to rationalise after
benefits have been determined.
They are:
• 1. Determine the CRM Org Strategy
• 2. Determine the Roadmap
1. Determining the CRM Org Strategy
Defining the business benefits is the starting point
for driving a Salesforce org strategy. At this point it’s
important to emphasise that the Salesforce Org strategy
is very rarely based on any technical limitations of
Salesforce as it can accommodate nearly all structures.
We make this point as we see many Customers viewing

a rationalisation as solely an IT initiative, rather than a
business improvement initiative.
There is no overall right or wrong Salesforce structure.
A single Salesforce instance can be the best option for
one company, but wrong for another.
Some typical structures are shown below.

Org Rationalization Options
Federated

Multi-Org Integrated
Account Hub

Single Org

Orgs remain independent with
integration between orgs to share
necessary data.

Identify or Create One Org as centralized
org (Hub) and other orgs are integrated
to it. Key data will be synchronized
between orgs. Option to support with
Customer 360 for integrated accounts.
Move to single Org if deemed suitable
after initial org consolidation.

Identify an existing org as primary
or create a new org and migrate data
and functionality from rest
of the orgs.
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The following criteria should be considered when making a decision to have a single Salesforce Org or Multiple Orgs.

Evaluation of Org Rationalization Considerations

Strategic

Business

Top-level, heavily influential
factors that influence Org
architecture

Factors that influence Business
Outcome achievement

Data

Commercial

Data-related factors that influence
speed and ease of merging Orgs

Cost and Risk-related factors which
influence Org merge or splits

Compliance

Factors that require special
treatment of some kinds of data or
specific business processes
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Technical

Technology factors that influence
the ability to merge or split Orgs

Governance

Impact of Rationalization on
Decision-making, Execution, and
Accounting and the Development
Lifecycle

In terms of how the above influences the decision, a
summary is shown below. However important inputs
shown above such as Future Business Strategy, or the
Customer political and organisational structure also
has shown to be a major influencer. Also, the ability to

incorporate change or the agility to respond and foresee
the need the for change will corelate to a direct impact on
your growth outcomes.
In summary when considering a Salesforce Org strategy,
the recommendations below provide a rule of thumb.

Considerations
Org strategy has to balance a wide range of considerations to be effective and has to align with business,
experience, operations, and IT strategy and environment.

Multi-Org
Integrated Account Hub

Single-Org
Integrated Customer Management
Global Offerings Defined

Single View

Common Opportunity
Management Process

Single Environment

Single user experience

Single Environment

Single user experience

Resistance
to Change

Alignment across
Product Lines and
Territories

Higher
Adoption Cost

Standard Permissions and Profiles
across Products/Sectors

Standard Reporting across
Products/Sectors
Speed to Market
for Integrated
Offerings

Specialized Processes and Capabilities

User Experience (Product Line)

Consistency between
flexible offerings

Centralized
Governance

Cross & Upskill
Sales Team

Synchronized
Release Cycle

User Experience (Key Account)

Access to Key Account
Reporting and Defined Offerings

Differing Processes, Tailored
to Product Lines

Access to Key Account
Reporting and Defined Offerings

Differing Processes, Tailored to
Product Lines

Selected Process Alignment

Minimal Impact, Business as Usual

Business Change Effort
Reporting / Controls
Custom Permissions and Profiles across Non Key Accounts

New Offerings
Fast, flexible and Specialized

Fast Global Roll-out of New Features as part
of Global Template (e.g. Blockchain, AI)

Lower Maintenance
Cost

Lower TCO

Long Implementation
(4-7 years)to Include
Business Change

Simple Architecture

Risk of Platform
Constraints

Inability to Support
Product Sector Needs

One Vision of
the Truth

Data Consolidation
Required

Large Data Cleanse
& Migration Required

Easier for Common
back-end Systems

Easy Automation for
Consolidated Work-flow

Potential Confliction around LFR’s
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Cross and Upskilled Sales
Teams across Key Accounts

Multi-Org Integrated
Key Account Hub

Single-Org
Higher level of
governance

Offerings Limited

View across Key Accounts only

Operations
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New Features & New Tech

Fast roll-out of new features specific to
product/sector line e.g. CPQ, SpringCM

IT Cost
Platform
Data Quality and Migration
Integration and Automation
Compliance and Legal

Fast to release

High TCO

Multiple
Licenses Plans

Shorter
Implementation
(2-5 years)

High
Maintenance
Cost

Governance
Flexibility

Speed to Adapt
Architecture

Can Support
Product Sector
Needs

Complex
Architecture

Minimal Data
Cleansing Required

Difficult to Manage
Non Key Accounts

Easier for Product / Sector
Specific Integrations

Possible Mismatch
of Data and IDs

Complexity to Deliver Consistency

Flexibility to Adopt LFR’s easily in to Solution

Single Org Approach:
Factors to Consider
Single Org Is Recommended When

Single Org Is Not Advantageous When

• Common User Base: Applications are serving the same
end users (eg. Sales, Customer Service, Marketing, etc.)

• Few/No Audience Synergies: Different audiences
do not benefit from co-location in the same Org

• Consistent Business Processes: Sales, Support, and
other processes are standardized (or complementary)
across Teams

• Few/No Business Process Synergies: Business processes
diverge or become incompatible

• Common Data Domains: A Single View of the
Customer (SVOC) is desirable and all Customer data is
resident in the Org
• Common Collaboration Tools: A shared collaboration
platform enables improved collaboration and
information sharing
• Common Integrations: Most or all Business Units sharing
the same Org also share the same Integrations
• Common App Exchange Apps: Multiple teams can
re-use the same set of App Exchange applications
• Common Reporting & Analytics: a Shared, Immediate
view of the business with Global Roll-up is always
available
• Centralized Development, Administration &
Operations: Leverage scarce resources, skillsets across
multiple Applications
• Common Governance: Business Units sharing an
Org benefit from visibility and integration with other BU’s
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• Few/No Data Domain Synergies: Business Units serve
totally different customers with no business synergies
• Few/No Collaboration Synergies: There are few or no
benefits to a shared Collaboration Platform because
interests do not intersect
• Few/No Common Reporting & Analytics: Visibility into
other Business Unit’s data is not required
• Few/No Development, Administration & Operations
Synergies: Few or new benefits to a single set of skilled
resources
• No Common Governance: Business Units do not see
the benefit of visibility into each other’s Best Practices

Multi-Org Approach:
Factors to Consider
Multi-Org Integrated Account Hub Advantages

At the cost of:

• Transparency: Hub to provide visibility and process
orchestration for global accounts

• More Integrations: Inter-Org Data Sharing requires
Integrations, which can be complex and expensive to
build/maintain

• Better Agility & Speed-to-Market: Freed from having
to coordinate releases, organizations can implement a
faster innovation cadence
• Improved Control: Organizations that have budget and
resources can implement their business processes as
they see fit
• Simplified Development: Organizations do not have to
worry about “breaking” other groups business processes
when developing
• Reduced Complexity: Sharing & other Security-related
protocols are easier to implement with a smaller, more
homogenous user base
• Easier Governor Limits: Multiple Orgs each have an
independent set of Governor Limits, making it very
unlikely any Org will exceed them
• Streamlined Governance: Change Management is
simplified without the “overhead” of Shared Org
Governance
• Note*: Global Account Hub could be be based on
existing main org or a new clean org dedicated Global
Accounts Umbrella. To be recommended after further
evaluation.
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• Data Inconsistencies: Data domains which are
distributed across multiple Orgs tend to diverge without
diligent Data Stewardship
• Higher Development, Administrative, or Operating
Expenses: Redundant resources may be required in
different BU’s
• Single View/Global Rollup Complexity & Cost: Must
be built manually using Integration tools and (often)
external BI/DW facilities

2. Determining the Roadmap
Once the Salesforce Org strategy is determined, then
a roadmap is developed to plan what happens in what
order. So for example:
• Should a customer continue with the current instance
of Salesforce and copy it to other divisions?
• What business benefit can be realised first?
• What order are divisions deployed in and to what level
of functionality?
There are a huge number of options here for any
customer and only by being clear on the priorities,
is it possible to create alignment on the roadmap.
We recommend that the roadmap should be created
at a high level as it is the guide at that point in time.
You may also need to consider any roadmaps change –
most customers start with a roadmap and then business
or market conditions change, meaning the roadmap needs
to now include these impacts to enable business functions
and take full advantage. Fortunately, Salesforce is highly
flexible and can accommodate changes, especially when
paired with an agile delivery methodology.

How to get started quickly
Determining a strategy and a roadmap, sounds like an
endless passage, well, true and not true. As mentioned
earlier Salesforce is highly flexible, and provided we have the
right approach and controls in place, we can move quickly.
Utilising an MVP approach using an agile framework,
means that we can quickly assess with our experience,
what’s important and what a good fit would look like.
It may not be perfect, but it can be further shaped over
time, whilst minimising re-work. It won’t be 100%, but we
would expect it to be upward of 80% accurate. This means
we can start developing MVPs in a short space of time,
allowing a customer to start realising the benefits as well as
providing that experience across other brands and business
units. Which serves as an accelerator to capturing and
consolidating on other requirements.
Example: From idea to MVP in 7 weeks
The timeline below shows how a very simple MVP could be
developed in as little as 7 weeks from an initial high-level
need. Obviously the higher the complexity, then timelines
will extend, but the 5-step approach remains constant. For
some customers we create an MVP whilst in parallel (and
occasionally before!) developing a org strategy and roadmap.

3 Weeks To defining your Salesforce MVP
• Date tbc Engagement Scope & Definition Meeting

Co-Create Co Execute

• Date tbc Contract Finalized
• Date tbc Project Preparation

WEEK 11+ VALIDATE
• POC Testing with End Users
• Final Playback and Reviews
• Roadmap, Backlog,
and Next Steps

WEEK 4-10 Build

WEEK 2 PRIORITIZE
& DESIGN
•
•
•
•

• Agile Product Development
• Configuration and Design
of POC
• Playback
& Refinement

Draft Future State Golden Thread
Workshop Summary of Findings
Prioritized Roadmap
Initial Designs of POC

WEEK 2 DESIGN THINKING

WEEK 1 KICKOFF
& DISCOVERY
•
•
•
•

• Finalized Workshop Agenda and
Discovery Outcomes
• 3-Day Virtual EDT Workshop
• Experience Design &
Definition for
Future State

Agreed Upon Program KPIs
User/Stakeholder Interviews
Persona Creation
Research Findings
& Current State
Journey Map

Develop the first MVP or create
a POC to sell the concept

IBMGarage
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Week 2:
Co-Create through Virtual Enterprise
Design Thinking
IBM Design Thinking uses data to create transformative
experiences, fusing the physical and digital worlds to help
organizations grow. Our virtual sessions take place over 3
days, with each session lasting between 2-3 hours.
Three Day Virtual Workshop
• Address current issues with solutions that originate
from the employee point-of-view
• Work through current process issues and stakeholder
experience challenges
• Ideate and plan for near and long-term improvement
of key stakeholder/employee experiences
• Outline and prototype new processes and solutions
• Define a digital experience vision and strategy to
develop an innovation backlog
One of the core elements of this type of engagement
is a partnership with everyone committed to co-creating
and prioritising needs, as the example aboveillustrates.
The team will then create a prioritisation and
roadmap, which can be at both a high level and more
detailed level to feed into the requirements of the
first MVP.

Prioritisation roadmap

Big Bets

No Brainer

Obvious
Choice
Tough
Decision
Ignore

Utilities
Unwise

We at IBM can make this happen fast. For this reason,
when we embark on a fast-track project like this, we
like to bring along our selection of powerful pre-built
solution accelerators with ready-to-use templates and
components. We’ve got vast libraries of accelerators that
can help you quickly:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Run tech and strategic health-checks
Extend platform functionality
Improve user experience
Accelerate deployment
Simplify configuration
Reduce risk

Why this approach works
It’s simple. We don’t do it for you, we do it together
with you, we join forces and partner to make it a success.
And we have a way to de-risk it and take the pressure off,
we have tested processes and key steps to help stop the
bleeding from the trial and error. We tested this methodology
time and time again, and we know that it’s a multiplier, taking
out the stress and the risk from the program.
For us, it’s all about being able to co-create value. We’re not
taking away the power, we give the authority and empower
the team. You stay in control of the budget, priorities and
value orchestration but you don’t become the bottleneck of
your own transformation because you have trusted partners
to help you define where the business value is coming from
and then upskill, grow and transform over time.

Part 4:
How others have done it
– 3 success stories

LET’S SEE HOW
OTHERS HAVE
DONE IT

Case Study 1:
A different approach to consolidation
Case Study 2:
Enabling a global operating model through consolidation
Case Study 3:
Consolidation at the enterprise scale and start-up agility
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Case Study 1:
A different approach to consolidation
- Oil and Gas Company

Typical ways to approach the consolidation challenge
Bring all the CRM platforms/tools under 1 system

The problem with this approach

• Could be the same system

• Existing orgs have significant investment already made

• e.g. consolidate all Salesforce instances under 1 org

• Existing entities would not see any real benefit until
well down the path

A fresh perspective
A perspective that considers the current client needs, future-proofs the business and brings the people to work together

1. Keep

2. Reuse

3. Enable

Let each entity keep their
Salesforce app

Build a set of reusable
components that can be brought
into each entity’s app (by their
own choice)

The set of components act
as an a overlay across the
organisation, spanning all the
apps and bringing visibility on
customer engagement

This means
• Entities do not need to migrate from existing apps (unless they choose to)
• As each entity implements components, their data is shared (based on their ITK rules),
building to the richness of customer information
• Congruent with existing governance structures including Centres of Enablement & Engagement

What are the results
Time to identify customer
engagement went from

Time to create cross entity
deal went from

Time to identify cross
organisational stakeholders
went from

30 hours to 2 clicks

3 months to 1 week

3 weeks to 5 clicks

Additional benefits:
• Reduction in deal lifecycle time

• Transparency in customer engagement

• Breaking down of orgnisational silos

• Wide spread sharing of best practices
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Case Study 2:
Enabling a unified
global business model

What IBM Did

Business Impact

A unified platform that delivers world
class marketing, sales, and fulfilment
capabilities across 7 global brands.

• Ability to identify cross-sell and upsell opportunities

• Consolidation of 7 disparate marketing automation
tools into a single system, supporting multiple customer
journeys, lead scoring and attribution tracking
• Rationalization of 7 CRM instances and processes
into a single CRM and way of working
• Implementation of a client service capability joined
up with Marketing and Sales
• Enablement of group-level pipeline visibility and reporting
• Created a transformation roadmap detailing the
enablement of capabilities and processes down to
a sprint plan level

‘Streamline marketing, sales
and service with unified global
processes and technology’
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• Improved customer experience through simpler
contracting and service model
• Single way of working across “OneCRM”,
enabling the business to identify cross-sell and
upsell opportunities, approach account planning
strategically and accurately report on business
performance
• One set of robust, homogenous processes,
embedded across the company, to manage, service,
measure and bill our customers consistently

Case Study 3:
Consolidation at the enterprise
scale and start-up agility

We practice what we preach. IBM is undergoing the worlds
largest “greenfield” salesforce service & sales cloud deployments
Landscape

14K

6K

7K

15

3.6M

3M

Remote Product
Support Engineers

Field Service
Agents

IBM Products
Across SW, HW

Days avg Time
To Resolution

Cases Per
Year

Watson APIs
Calls Daily

Challenge

Solution

Business Impact

• Deliver relevant content
spanning many repositories.

• Watson Discovery

26 %

• Eliminate repetitive, redundant
work for Support Engineers.
• Require a cognitive,
sophisticated self-service
experience.
• Obtain a consistent, high
quality problem description.

• Intelligent Automation
• Watson Assistant Chatbot
• Question Assistant
• Cognitive Routing
• Cognitive Case Prioritization
• Watson Language Translation

• Accurately predict best
suited Support Engineer to
solve a case.
• Maximize time spent on cases
to improve TTR and NPS.
• Expedite response for nonEnglish speaking clients.
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Reduction in TTR by Question
Assistant & Cognitive Routing

11 %
Cases deflected with
Watson Assistant

45 min
Saved per agent/day with
Case Prioritization

Let’s create

We hope that you found this paybook helpful. And we hope
that we’ve inspired you with some new perspectives. If
you think that we haven’t addressed much the scars that
some organisations get while going through this journey,
let’s talk. We’re here to tell you the good and the bad, help
you handle the hows and work out what are the things that
are unique for your organisation and changes that would
have the biggest impact.

We’ll bring our energy, lessons learnt and ability to
simplify a complex setup. We take pride in building trusted
partnerships and helping clients re-think their processes,
vision and business identity. The key benefit of working
with us is that you get the time and the space to create the
landscape where transformation is possible. Talk to us,
let’s create something that changes everything.

Our team

Alina Jingan
Associate Partner Salesforce
Media & Entertainment
IBM Consulting
Alina.Jingan@ibm.com

Robert Jackson
Associate Partner
Media & Entertainment
IBM Consulting
jackrob@uk.ibm.com

IBM Consulting is IBM’s global professional consulting
services unit. Our deep industry expertise and marketleading capabilities accelerate business transformation,
hybrid cloud and AI technology implementation. We offer
strategy, experience, technology and operations services
and are a trusted partner to the most innovative and
valuable companies in the world. Our 150,000 consultants
worldwide work alongside companies to accelerate their
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Steve Harmer
Comms Leader Salesforce
IBM Consulting
stephen.harmer@uk.ibm.com

Sidd Venkatesan
Associate Partner Salesforce
Global Salesforce
Engagement Lead (BP)
IBM Consulting
sidd@ibm.com

businesses through the power of co-creation together with
an open ecosystem of technology providers. Our unique
IBM Garage method delivers change at scale at the speed
of a start-up, enabling clients to integrate technology
foundations with agile practices to deliver long-lasting
impact. We believe in the power of technology responsibly
used to help people, partners and the planet.
Visit us at IBM.com/consulting.

